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Buddhist monks lead Pacific Coast peace marchers as they leave the GFC campus after speaking to
students about world peace and nuclear disarmament. The February 23 visit was to gain support for
their upcoming protest march at the United Nations Building in New York.
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Funding completed
George

Fox

College

has

raised the $2.5 million needed

complete its new Chapel/
Aufitoium under construction.
President David Le Shana
said a trust of $115,000 by a
Newberg couple has assured

to

the

college's

campaign

three-year-old

for the

new building
He said the

of being a success.

college raised $2,350,000 by
the Monday, Feb. 15 deadline
to raise that amount to receive
an additional $150,000 - the

the other couple gave the trust
to provide a reserve fund in
the event all pledges are not

received or
tion costs

estimate.

by the

final construc-

exceed the original
interest earned

The

over the next
three years provides an additional $25,000 to push the
total gifts to over $2.5 million,
plus the reserve fund of
$115,000.
trust

The college began work on
the

new 23,500 square

foot,

amount — from the 1,178 seat auditorium Sept. 14
Kresge Foundation.
and the building is about oneThe Foundation had pledg- third complete.

final

ed

to give the final
the other funds were
raised by its deadline.
The college developed a

earlier

amount

if

for chapel-auditorium

Lord's answering to our prayers," said Le Shana. "We
have had the support of literally scores of persons.
The new building is the
second phase of the college's
Milo C. Ross Center. The first
classroom/off ice
phase,
a
$1.5
a separate
structure,

lobby and ticket booth. It will
Wood-Mar Auditorium, a third-floor facility in the
college administration building completed in 1910. The
present auditorium has seating for 420 and no longer is
used for large group gatherings because student enroll-

million project housing music
and religion departments, was
opened in October 1978.
The Chapel/Auditorium has

ment and college employees
now total more than 800.

'

if

a

full

stage, dressing rooms,

greenroom,

orchestra

pit,

largest gift was $400,000 from
the Collins Foundation
of

replace

Portland. An Oregon couple,
the parents of a GFC student,
pledged $250,000.

Churches of the Northwest
Meeting of Friends
Church
pledged
nearly
$400,000 from the combined
Yearly

8,000 members.

Several large gifts made the
project possible, Ift addition to
hundreds of smaller donations,

Le

Shana

said.

The

Bids to complete the building are to be sought in the
next few

Le Shana

weeks,

said.

It is being built under a
awarded
$952,000 contract

summer

to Salem contracD. Mattson. The contract is for completion of the
shell of the building only.
Without the final funds
raised in the last six months
the college would have faced a
last

tor L.

"Buy-A-Seat" campaign in
which donors or purchasers
"bought" seats at $500 each.
They were not guaranteed
occupancy of a certain seat,
but are to be recognized for "standing room only" situatheir support in an auditorium tion. The additional funds will
lobby display cabinet.
Le provide for building compleShana said more than 500 tion, including electrical and
seats were sold, raising more plumbing contracts and interthan $250,000. The college ior finishing. Plans are to open
raised $125,000 in the final the new chapel/auditorium in
week of the campaign, mostly October with the start of fall
term classes.
in small gifts from individuals,
faculty, staff, students, alumThe college has a policy of
ni and church members.
not constructing or completing
Two major gifts were added any new building projects
in the last two weeks of the
unless all the money is availboth from Newberg first five years of maintendrive,
couples who wish to remain ance. The building will now go
anonymous.
One pledged into use debt free.
$100,000 two weeks ago and
"This is a miracle of the

Funding

is

now completed

Chambers

for the $2.5 million

Chambers.

The grant is through the
Research Corporation of New
York and is designated as an

M.

Murdock Charitable
Trust Grant. It comes from the
Murdock Foundation, based in

is investigating
the surface
properties of single crystals.
Technically titled, "AngleElectron
Resolved
Auger
Emission from LaB6 Single
Crystal Surfaces," the project

professor Scott Chambers works

in the laboratory.

is

planned to optm in October.

barded by an external electron
beam, to determine the de-

Through the
Chambers plans

nature of the atomic
structure of the surface.

data storage device called
Multichannel Analyzer.

tailed

$187 raised

in

grant

latesi

to

purchase a
a

SAGA fast

J.

Vancouver, Wash., to aid the
support of basic research in
natural sciences and medicine
in the Northwest.
Chambers now has received
$35,000 over the last four
years for a project in which he

use the angular distribution of electrons emitted from
a surface, while being bom-

will

chapel-auditorium which

receives research grant

A research grant of $4,350
has been awarded to George
Fox College chemistry professor Scott

GFC

1982

April 2,
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"Everyone benefited,'' says
George Fox College food service director Cal Roper, "In
my opinion it was a success.

Roper, manager of the colSAGA food service, expressed that opinion after
more than 40 percent of the
college's dining hall students
lege's

quit eating in for a day.

The 190 students were

join-

ed by 60 other college faculty
and staff and administrators in
participating in the one-day
fast.

The

fast

was organized by

the college's student Christian
Emphasis Committee with the

purpose of raising student
awareness of world hunger.
Roper,

who

also participat-

ed in the fast, said the general
response from the students

was good.

"SAGA

is

grateful

to the students for their parti-

cipation

seem

to

and

the

be grateful

students
to us for

our," he said.
Roper estimates $187 was
saved by SAGA on the reduction of food consumption, for
the meals. The money has
been given to the students to
be given to World Vision
International's

Fund.

Hunger

Relief

'

nmn®m
FRANKLY SPEAKING

To the

f

Editor:

by phil frank

-

I

COULP'VE

HEARD W&fiWT
CALL OUT,
.

VOICE
.

All opinions in this section, including editorials, are the opinions of the individual
writers and not necessarily the opinions of the staff of The Crescent, the Associated
Student Community, or the Administration of George Fox College.

produces.

To the Editor:
The following

editors

the

to

letter

an open

is

Writing on the Wall

the

of

.

Few

Christian colleges are

as careful as George Fox to
insist that all faculty prescribe
to a evangelical statement of

Sirs:

and fewer

faith

hard to describe my
feelings over your recent artifind

I

cle attacking the administra-

George Fox College. I
was very much disturbed not

tion of

only with the content, but with
the spirit in which it was
written.

particularly

I

intergrate

still

the Christian faith into all sectors of it's curricula to the

it

found

extent that George Fox has
done.
In preparation for it's selfstudy for the accreditation
committee the college conducted a survey including the

the lack of common courtesy of
identifying the editorial staff
as very unethical. I would like
the opportunity to reply in

following

behalf of the college.

Since coming to George Fox
have you: come to value more
highly your Christian faith?
(94.2), become more concern-

You

state

"we contend

that

the students and administration often fail to attain this
higher goal (expression of
Christian values) by settling
the
of
the standards
for

world." Your evidence for this
accusation is the attention the
administration gives to the
growth of the physical plant. I
believe the criteria for judging
a Christian college is not so

much

it's

physical plant,

al-

though giving a faithful accounting of the growth is OK,
provided that

ultimately

is

it

acknowleged as the work

(which our administration
does), as in the faculty it
attracts and in the students is

(the

"very

or

high")

ed about evangelism? (85.5),
become more ready to actively
participate in the local church?
(85.4), To what extent have
you: become more ready to
address the non-Church community on issues of righteousness eg. conservation, Justice,
etc? (80.7). To what extent do
you agree that GFC graduates

The Foreign & Domestic
Teachers Organization needs
teacher applicants in
from kindergarten
college

and

to

six

through

between

fill

five

hundred teaching
both

cancies
abroad.

The

all fields

principle

va-

home and

at

problem with

year teachers is where to
find the jobs!
Our information and brofirst

chure is free and comes at an
opportune time when there
are many more teachers than
teaching positions.

Should you wish additional
information about our organization, you may write the
Portland Oregon Better Business Bureau or the National
Teacher's Placement Agency,

TEACHERS,

UNIVERSAL

Lena Jessup,

is

from

Eskimo,

I

hope

certainly

your

for

sake the administration finds

enough Christian love

in

it's

materialistic heart to resist the

Portland,

how-

ever, we do promise him a
wide range of hundreds of

current vacancy notices both
at home and abroad.

kimos.

realized than that

I

I

was

was an "Eskimo" — with Eskimo values,
was
beliefs, customs. In short,
brought up in a totally different
"different," that

I

I

—

a totally difenvironment
ferent world than most of you
have.

had
ways of
I

way

of

first,

I

adjust

to slowly
to the

life

life.

I

didn't

my

"American"

was very bitter,
want to have

at

to

change.
I

why

reason

my way

was no
should change

there

that

felt

I

of living just because

I

6 years, I realized that in
order to balance the budget, I
would have to look at cutting
some programs. As a new
last

government

about

member,

I

as-

sumed that students wanted
the same quality programs of
previous years.

To

the Editor:

No one

likes to see prices

go

when those
prices affect them personally.
The members of the ASCGFC
confirmed that when they
voted down a proposal by the
particularly

up,

student body government to
raise the student fees for next
year.

A

quick comparison of cata-

logs of schools in the Christian

College Consortium and some

Oregon

private schools in
listed

that

student fees produced

the following:

Houghton

$128
90
90
50
50

Linfield

George Fox
Messiah

U of Portland
Northwest Christian

With

was
But

lower

the

in

realized that

I

—

48.
had

I

to

months of the year.
am, still struggling
So here
but making it.

from a town
ulation of about 2,500 people
where the majority of the
people are Eskimo to a town
where there are little or no Es-

I

tion a definate position,

(77.4).

can remember back when I was
back during the
a freshman
time when I experienced what
socialogist, Mike Allen, would
shock." I came
that has a pop-

.

Church?

learn to adjust

"culture

,

significant contribution to the

making a

you know of are

Alaska, and this is my third
year at George Fox College. I

call

To the Editor:
At the end of fall term the
Central Committee faced the
student fees
The
issue of
issue was whether to raise them
or leave them the same. When
came into the office last
April, I was faced with a

5 to 6 years. In comparing this
to the Consumer Price Index
which has
(Inflation
rate),
increased over 36% over the

Kotzebue,

—

Raising student fees

We do not promise every
graduate in the field of educa-

Box 5321,
97208.

each other
My name

Co 94709

Col lege

Oregon

A time to learn
an

©

that had virtually
student fee
remained constant for the last

of

God

questions:

numbers are the percentages
of students answering "moderately"

temptation of sueing for libel,
but I'm sure that you have all
your facts at hand to back up
the statements you've printed.
William George Kelley

to learn to

the "American" culture

live in

for nine

I

The

Minority Student Union,

now

Cultural

been

my

Spectrum, has
support base for the

past three years.

and not have the ethnocentric
view that going "American" is
the only way. It is a time to
learn about each other

—

about

the

God

differences

made in each one of us for a
purpose — let's find that purpose together
as one in

—

Christ.

identify

with

who were

other

students
the

facing

same

problems as I was, and it was
a real comfort to know that
they are struggling along with

Our

Empty Mailbox?
by Sylvia Carlson

"Going to check your SUB
box?" "Nope, I was just on

my way

me.
meetings,

held every other

which

are

Monday

be-

tween 12:30-1:30 PM in the
Cap and Gown room, are
open to all students.
It is a time to share any racial
or cultural topics anyone would
It is a time of
like to discuss.
interaction with students from
different environments to learn

about different ways of

living

to give it its daily
dusting out."
"Any mail today?" "Yup,
got lots. My box was full of air
mail."
If these responses are typically yours, you are a victim of
empty-mail-box-synthe

drome. You
interested in

will definitely

what

be

this article

has to say!
I

in

In mid-December, the
Central Committee passed a
$10 raise in fees bringing the

know how you can

insure

College
Pacific University

40
40

fees.

$100. They
recommendation to the Board of Trustees,
which was meeting the next
week to discuss budget mat-

$90

current

passed

to

this as a

with the option to remain
at the current $90. With that
option, we brought the issue

I

I

I

ters,

don't think

I

would have made it without
was able to
their support.

background,
decided to propose a raise
this

the Student Body in a
February Chapel Assembly.

to

Student responses at the
chapel and the result of a vote
reflected that the desire of the
students was to leave the fees
the same and cut back in
programs. With this feedback
from the students, the Central
Committee has decided to put
out a survey to see what areas
they desire to cut back in. Our
job as a committee is to put
together a recommendation
for next years leaders. The
recommendation will act as a
guideline during the budget
process.

getting mail from very interPersons in
esting people.
prisons around the country

Todd Newell

Several

different

possibil-

the future of the
student fees. Separating the
yearbook as an individual item
would lower general fees
while placing the cost of the
ities exist for

yearbook on the shoulders of
those who really want one.
Eliminating poorly attended
activities is another option.
Should the student government decide to purchase a
typesetter substantial savings
could be realized in a little
over two years. The Crescent

spends

$1800

year

a

on

typesetting.

One other area which
should receive careful consideration

that

is

the

of

SUB

mortgage payments. In 1983
one of two series of payments
will be finished, the other
extending until 1993.
It

would

seem

that there are a

therefore,

number

of

monies which could be used to
keep the student fees down,
should the student body wish
to do so.

ASCGFC Treasurer

Bill

Kelley

who want

Christians to correspond with have given their
names to Christian Prison
Volunteers. You can get the
name of one of these prisoners

Crescent Staff
Young
Rachel Hampton
Scott

Editor
Editorial Assistant

News Coordinator

Sylvia Carlson

Brad

Poets
Erin

Ad

Sales

Business Manager

Contributes

Meadows

Miller

Straight

Matt Simonis

Tammy

Stockman

The

ASCGFC

and start writing.
To get your personal

and you can
choose the one you are most
interested in. The address is:
of people,

feels like to

Hollywood,

a part of their correspondence
ministry. They will send you a
list

the side,

Box 1949

CA 90028

pris-

oner, simply inform the organization that you want to be

not only tun, it is also
a chance to share Jesus, or
disciple a less mature Chris-

This

tian

is

through

letters.

I

I

"Remember those in prison
as if you were their fellow
prisoners." Heb. 13:3a (NIV).

wrote to

several people for two years. It
was an intriguing experience!
shared in Jesus, and on

We

found out what it
be in prison, and
what goes on there.

Christian Prison Volunteers

My prisoner said time and
time again, "Your lettere encourage me so much
!

'

.

.

A view by ASCGFC

Writing on the Walk
by Scott Celley
In my four years at George
Fox have seen several "movements" come and go. The most
prevalent have been those
groups which attempt to draw
I

us

all

closer to our Scriptural/

Christian responsibilities by at-

perceived shortcomings of our college's leadership. To be quite honest, I have
had it with these people They
come in and make very irresponsible statements, stir up
emotions, destroy the bridges
many of us have labored long
and hard to build, and then
leave us with our bridges and
tacking

the

them,

behind

relationships

in the fires of their self-

righteousness.
that the

tended to destroy the message's credibility. I can fairly say
that the college's leadership has
committed itself to the best
possible integration of our faith
with our learning. At the same
time, they are very conscious
of the need to be responsible

stewards of the abundant blessings the Lord has given us. But
much more importantly, they

message they bring

is

what the Lord wants George
Fox College to do. However,
this is best done by internal inspection and not by accusation of others, especially

when

at confrontation -

made

in-love are

—

only the

destructive, unloving attacks in
public. Accordingly,

ing that

we

I

am

ask-

ignore, or call for

responsible loving action from,
such endeavors as Writing on
the Wall.

As

it

we

have prayed

in

as a college

community might

earnest that

together get a driving sense of
the purpose which God has

out for our college. I think
time that the students reciprocated this prayer and conlaid
is

cern.

have to say

I

a good one. We do need to
evaluate our purposes, and the
use of our abundant resources,
so they fall in accordance with

no attempts

has communi-

cated so far, it would be better
titled Writing on the Bathroom
Wall (a little flashback to high
school days)

Too often, perhaps even always, we forget that the sole
purpose of our administration
and

faculty

is

to help us further

our understanding of what the
Lord can and will do with our
lives when they are turned over
to

Him. This commitment on

their

may

part

necessitate

a

commitment on the part of we
students — a commitment that
sees us stepping out in love to

and understand the problems which our leaders are fac-

try

ing.
I
agree with Writing on the
Wall when it says, "We need to
begin taking our idealistic goal
more seriously." But I disagree
that "our administration needs
to re-examine their goals." Any
re-examination needs to take
place in the hearts and minds

Indeed, by the way Writing
on the Wall misquoted and of individuals. The administramisrepresented the facts, I was tion's goals have remained
reminded of Bob Larsen's mes- constant for many years, with
sage against drinking. The thousands of graduates going

Students keep in touch with Friends youth
by Frank Engle,

The

Field Secretary of the Yearly

Meeting.

He and Jim

serve as advisors. The Exec,
for business, planning, prayer

and fellowship. Each member,
except for the freshmen mem-

Presiding Clerk:

Frank Engle

Friends Youth Yearly Meeting
at GFC in July. The Exec, also
coordinates a mission project
among all the churches, with
this year's fundraiser being
4

bers-at-large, holds a position
in the Exec. The members of
the Exec are the following:

"Quaker

letter,

members

Noats,"

bi-monthly.

out

sent

are

visitations

to

also

each

is

The

active

Historian:

Londa Beebe
Treasurer:
Littlefield

Sheila Robers

Conference Coordinators:

Ken Beebe
Ellis

Tim Lynch
Dennis

Littlefield

Youth

testimonies.

tures,

The

col-

had pledged an
$300,000 to students

additional

aid

and has guaranteed

that

all

not have
a tuition increase of any kind
(something that is not occurring
anywhere else in the country).
Their commitment has been
made; it falls to the students as
to how well they will respond.
returning students

It

may

learning

require
(like

will

responsible

attending classes,

doing assignments, and grasping for an education) and re-

than

we

better

have)

Whatever we do, if we are to
do it as Christians we must link
up with others and build the
bridges of good relationships.
Special concern must be given
to our responsibility to confront

our leaders in love and not to
pseudonyms.
behind
hide

Such pseudonyms carry with
them irresponsibility, unloving
actions, and destruction of the
bonds we have made through
our kinship
join

me

in

Christ.

Please

make us

in this effort to

sponsible care for the wonder-

stronger, more supportive
and dynamic community, for

the Lord has given
us (perhaps taking care of our

the cause
world.

ful facilities

a

of

Christ

in

the

Service:

Newberg

movies,

time

with

friends, fellowship cycle, dis-

cipleship group, the Gap, In-

tramurals,

the

essentials

of

assisting

Newberg

to

the

opposite

campus. Even

residents

of

community

nearby towns to locate

and students
places and people
dents,

if

the

and
stu-

to locate
to

offer

Lorna Martin

Thirty-seven students have
signed up. In listing their

Boyd Morris
Laurel Nordyke

about future Friends
events and sharing

of our funds.

lege leadership

dorms and classrooms

classes, meetings, special lec-

their services to.

to-one basis. They usually
lead the youth meeting by
playing group games, singing,
telling

and

of our fac-

George Fox College students.
There never seems to be time
in a jam-packed week full of

Newsletter Editor:

Members-at-Large:
Major Inskeep
Miriam Clark

is

ulty,

to evaluate our

facilities,

It

you have the desire, there
never was a way to find the
needs that exist in the community without a lot of
searching, or being in the
right place at the right time
until now. Since February 15
the Community Involvement
Service has been in operation,

Dianne

do need

of

Mari Kay Evans

an invaluable way of
getting to know the youth and
the youth sponsors on a one-

This

Community Involvement.
only a dream

may be

sex) to get off

Dennis

We

use of our

Assisting residents of

and talking

in

church.

Whether or
not the students of George Fox
will continue to thrust such
values into the world is not on
the hands of the college's administration, but on the hearts
and minds of the students.
Christian values."

Secretary:

Dan Cammack

sionary family.
In order to keep good communication between the Exec,
and the local church, a news-

to attaining

Susie Dillon

raise $1,350 for textbooks in
airfare for a mis-

commitment

a "roll back (of) the tide of the
world by the expression of

daily living (sleeping, eating,

Visitation Coordinators:

and

Fox's

Assistant Presiding Clerk:

'Let It Growl" program
by World Vision. They hope to

Bolivia

out in the Lord's service because of them. And these
thousands of servants were not
shoddily prepared, as many of
our Christian colleagues are.
Through the concerned guid
ance of GFC's leaders, they
went out and did the Lord's
work well, thus making a
strong statement about George

Settle

meets on campus every week

including the planning of the

Tournament
at
GFC, the Mid-Winter Conference at Twin Rocks, and the

President Scott Celley talks about the recent publication, Writing on the Wall.

Exec,

Meeting which consist of
Idaho Washington and Oregon. The Friends Youth Exec,
Youth
coordinates
Friends
events in the Yearly Meeting
Volleyball

ASCGFC

Community Involvement

works closely
with Gayle Beebe, the Youth

Jr.

Fifteen GFC students are
involved in the Friends Youth
Executive Board of Northwest
Yearly Meeting. The Exec,
members represent different
areas in the Northwest Yearly

the

President Scott Celley

message each tried to convey
was good, but the method

it

burning

Page 3
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Advisors:

Jim Settle
Gayle Beebe

EDITOR'S NOTE -All students interested in running for student
government positions for the '82-'83 school year should contact Nolan
Smith, ASCGFC Vice President, at 538-1786 or ext. 230.

interests and special skills, a
resource bank is set up from
which the coordinator can

draw from

in

matching

skills

with particular needs. Requests that have come in have
included someone to stay with
an elderly woman for a few
hours, emergency babysitting,
and a group to plan a St.
Patrick's Day party at a local
nursing home.
Information
about the service is being sent
out to local agencies and

Residents of Newberg Care

Home

shake hands good morning.

through

and

hopes

People may become involved at any time by filling out a
yellow card that can be found
ina display in the Student
Union Building near the mail-

the senior Citizen's
newsletter so that the program
can be utilized fully during
spring term. Bruce Longstroth
of the social sciences department originated the idea in
that it can continue from
year to year without requiring a
large lag time at the beginning
of the school year to get underThe Christian Service
way.
committee is overseeing the
project, assisting with funding

ideas.

boxes, and mailing them to

S.U.B. Box E. There

is

also an

information and request Hotline at
-

3:30

extension 291 from 2:30

Monday through

Friday.
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ASCGFC constitution:

Student government and the

A crisis of communication and accountability
by Scott Young

Upon
members
by

by the

ratification

ASCGFC,

ASCGFC

all

be governed

shall

By-Laws

this Contitution,

and Standing Rules.

What

this

is

so called "govfilled with 20

document

erning"

pages of

and

articles, sections

subsections dealing with everything from parliamentary authority to who's responsible for

May

winding the

Pole on

May

Because of this new concept
of government their ideas received national media coverage, and when the laws governing this concept, in the form
of a constitution, were presented to the student body, they
were approved with 87% of
the student body supporting it.
But this is all history, lost forever

in

"Constitution of the

Its title is

Associated Student Community of George Fox College" and

3D

*

the recesses of student

seven years
does the

view today,

the

later?

What

role

now? Of

the

13 members on Central Committee only nine have read the
constitution

and

one

admits

own

preamble reads, "We, the
members of the Associated
Student Community of George

she has not read her

Fox College, being authorized
by the Board of Trustees, and

has lapsed into absurdity," says

desiring to develop a spirit of

Chairman Mike Ogden. 'The
student government has fallen
into ritual, and the constitution
has been overlooked. It has no
validity." Ogden says that one
main problem is that the judi-

its

Christian fellowship, unity, and
service through a responsive

and

effective

campus govern-

ment, do hereby establish

this

Constitution."

According to

the consti-

this,

tution arose out of a desire to

"develop a

spirit

of Christian

and service
through a responsive and effective campus government."
Keeping this in mind, let's look
at the history and origin of the

fellowship,

unity,

i

government records. What's

constitution play

Day?

1

job

description yet.
U

think that the constitution

I

Communication Committee

branch of student government hasn't been given any
power.
Supreme Court Chief Justice

cial

SUPREME COURT CHIEF JUSTICE -Sharon
ment's view of the role of the
asks different people within the
government. President Scott

Celley sees

that should be

the constitution should set forth

court, according to the consti-

laws and flexible policies to accompany them. Student Chaplain Gary Friesen agrees with

"responsible for the

is,

proper

function

the

of

and adds,

the

is

that the con-

is

a set of guidelines

those taking

Student

it

followed."

that are to give advice.

been

has

constitution

stitution

think that

"I

strictly

Another view

constitution has
lapsed into absurdity. The student
government has fallen into ritual and

the

it

followed. According to Celley,

should be

think

as a set of rules

and regulations

this

'I

changes as one

constitution

Sharon Henderson, whose
tution,

One

view

this

of

the

is

Life representative to

Central Committee, Mick Holsclaw, who calls the constitution
"very idealistic." Vice President

overlooked.'

Nolan Smith sees the

constitu-

ASCGFC

The student government prior to the 1974-1975 school
year was based on a Senate

her first goal
student government

1974-1975
student government saw that
student participation and communication was lacking in this

son, "that people

system, so they started making
changes.

To encourage

greater stu-

dent participation, a committee

system was established with
student members chosen from

my

knew what

they were supposed to do. It
took me until the end of fall
term to find out they really

know."
According

don't

each

a good job

is

done

in

a

Crescent
article, "The proposal for a new
constitution is an attempt to reorganize

in

campus government

make

a better use

of

its

potential."

A

citizen's

posed

committee com-

of students

was

estab-

lished to give the general stu-

dent body a say in the constitution forming process.
To encourage a community
atmosphere they included

under

who

ASCGFC

are governed by

it.

The

constitution states that

an amendment

persons recognized by the
Administration as instructing

..." The committee felt
was important that faculmembers be given an oppor-

abused.

The

majority of the constitu-

communication processes,
of

reading anything

in

own

"I

when it inTodd Newell,

ASCGFC

"We
Treasurer,
shouldn't have to study it." "It's
boring," says Desirree Madison, Christian Service

Commitwhat we

Chairman, "that's
have a Supreme Court Justice

tee

Most agree

that

it's

its

buck passing,

tution.

Most

their

tended to be

was

Committee,
is

it

be

in

seeing that

Council."

No one seems to know much

ASCGFC

it

comes

constitution.

But who's to blame? The apabody, faculty and

administration share part of

but the largest part

falls

it

to the

student government. Not only

in all of

being chosen by that committee, students are not informed
of opportunities to apply for
certain student government

not getting

communica-

Some

there

no

is

on

faculty

Central

Committee; the Vice President
doesn't make the agenda for
Central Committee meetings
and the agendas are not posted

it's

the

Central

buck passing,

for the student

body.

they not communicating

are

well to the student

they

seem

to

community,

be not communi-

cating well to themselves.

Ron Mock, one of the
authors of the constitution,
wrote in a Crescent article
dealing with student government, "First, it should be made
easy for any interested people
to get involved. Interest areas

On

should be clearly defined and

are committed out of ignor-

the faculty level little is
known about the constitution,

ance,

which

supposedly governs
them, even among those who

"Next, it needs to be open.
Everyone should always know

members of committees in
student government. When
seven faculty members, chosen
at random, were asked if they
had read the constitution only
one had. Some didn't even

what's going on, or at least be
able to find out quickly."

problem.

violations

while others are not.
Either way, Central Committee
seems to be getting away with

Some

little

concern on

their

violations such as the

are

a possible precedent for future

tion read that as

violations.

the

student govern-

nor should

not getting the job done.

originally in-

that.

The present

and their committees.
"The board is not interested

tion

But,

ignorance.

to the

make them accountable

"How can we know anything if
we're not told? I've heard that
there was a constitution, but
I've never had access to one."
A member of the Board of
Trustees says that all information they receive on any subject
comes through the administra-

Most agree that it's the job of the
Supreme Court to babysit them in

appointment of freshman rally
squad members without a constitutional waiver have no serious effects aside from setting

and regulations designed
govern the government and

rules

It

of

of these violations

a large problem, a
tion

part.

students?

is

all

are small but they contribute to

students.

ASCGFC

up in student government." Another comments,

tied

the job of

Supreme Court to babysit
them in their ignorance. But
the

them with

Constitution a set ot

teach a good course, not to be

for."

dent vote was the only way the
constitution could be amended, thus making the student
government accountable to the

the

part of the

student community. I'm paid to

it

representative

is

questioned

answered,Tm not a

job descrip-

The Central Committee and
its members have and are violating many parts of the consti-

Accountability —

of

the point

positions;

majority stu-

ASCGFC.
One professor

the

Communications Committee
Chairman is elected instead of

times just ignores the
constitution. Some don't see

the job done.

A

or

them, within student
government and those belack

majority vote, Central
Committee can then pass it into
law, a statement governing
students without asking those
students' permission.
According to Jeff Rickey, the
constitution was originally designed to give that power only
to the students.

involve the

violations

tional

the Central Committee, in

to

tunity to participate in student

trying to sell his point of

Supreme Court and sent to
Central Committee. By a two

that

it

is

view. This process can be easily

were members

that faculty

many

Fendall, the
tee

is

faculty

government.

if

presented by
a member of the Supreme
Court it can be approved by the

membership

"All

ty

make

consult-

third

field."

Mock wrote

to

ing those

to

of the originator of the waiver

who

know

William Green also didn't

loses.

Waivers do little to solve the
problem. Only 10% of the student body needs to sign a
waiver for it to be voted on by
Central Committee, and most
students don't read what they
sign. They rely on the opinion

and only one knew

ASCGFC stood for. Dean

thetic student

Central Commit-

refer to

amendments without

what

does not exist; a faculty evaluation survey by the student
government is not taken, the

Chairman Debbie

Publicity

volves me," says

ernment the power

constitution

to the

view is simply, "I
don't care." According to Cothird

tion.

constitution gives student gov-

willingly

without student body approval
its function as a document of
accountability is destroyed.
And it is the student body that

ther student-faculty relations

The

document
and so can be changed. The

the weight of a legal

knowingly and

lated

about anything when

ing."

the constitution does not carry

Henderson,

is

of the College's Office to fur-

the student government. "It's
like a reference manual," says
Smith, "that's not really bind-

their

to

Court which

every rule is implemented.
That is the job of the administrators and the Administrative

beyond

by class.
President Jeff Rickey and
Vice President Ron Mock saw
the new system as a way to
develop a spirit of community
on campus, "to allow students
with specialized interests to be
more easily involved and to

make sure

get

assumption," says Hender-

the various living areas instead
of

to

is

members
constitution. "It was

to read the

The

rules," says

that

System where students were
represented by their class
officers.

By-

Constitution,

Laws, and standing

ASCGFC Supreme

tween the student government
and the rest of the community.
Committees are not meeting
often enough; a faculty liaison
person to work with the Dean

tion as a set of guidelines to run

constitution.

Henderson, head of the

responsible for 'the proper' function of the constitution.

When

the constitution

is

vio-

know a constitution
None knew that the

ASCGFC

posedly

existed.
constitu-

members

of

they were supby the

governed

easily accessible.

the constitution is to fulfill
function as a document of
accountability then
we as
students, and the rest of those
concerned with student life,
If

its

know something about
can we stop the rules
from being broken when no
should
it.

How

one knows what the

rules are?

s

'
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Future missionary remembers growing up on the mission field
Dan Cammack

by

For seven years I lived with
family in the southern end
of Peru where the Andes
Mountains run their course
along the western edge of
South America. We were missionaries among the weatherbeaten Aymara Indians who

my

around

lived

and

Lake

Titicaca,

was among them that I
some of the most mem-

it

lived

orable years of

my

now preparing

to

life.

I

am

be a missionary myself and though the
life of a missionary will change
before I reach my appointed
time there is still one basic
thing
that
should
never
change. As I share some of my
experiences and insights into
missionary life, I think you'll
see what that one basic thing
is.

Missionaries are human —
very, very human! Patience is
probably one of the hardest
challenges a missionary faces.
My "benevolent" missionary
dad would leave early in the
morning almost every day to
spend his time among the
brethern in the country, and
there he would encounter
trials that could make him
anything but benevolent when
he would drag himself home
late at night. The brethern
were either always late for the
meetings, or they didn't show
up at all. Many times they
would complain, and although

GFC
In

an age

in

women

which

male dominated

WA

in

VanDonald

fields,

architect

Lindgren is doing it
Twice a week
travels to

They could also lie very well
when it was convenient and
that was very trying. The only
way Dad could put up with
such trials was by relying on
God's strength and the love H
had put in his heart for those
people. Of course there were

many

joyful experiences but

mistakes.

There were people who
would rub us the wrong way;
some of them we had to work
with closely. I'm sure you
know how hard it is to love
unlovely people.
there were those

Many
who

times

did not

We

missionaries.
missionary kids were often called
names while we walked along
the streets, and we even had a
like

few drunks stone our cars. It
was always rewarding to see
how God could change the unfriendliest lives (as well as the

and yet for those
who didn't know him we had
to rely on God's love.

friendly),

Missionary life is not an
easy life. Sure, it's exciting
and adventuresome but it is
also very trying at times and

in reverse.

Lindgren

square
across

to teach a

foot

the

home classroom

structure

the foreman of the construc-

Lindgren is right at home in
the classroom in the college's
Calder Center. He designed it

tion project.

unusual.

He has been

18 years ago.
But then Lindgren is at
home nearly any place he goes
on the 60-acre campus. He's
been the architect for 12 build-

college's

unofficial

ings.

That's how he has found
himself in the classroom. College officials figured he knows
as much as a home economic
professor about teaching a

course on housing and
planning.

ments
to

became

Dean
fill

ill

in.

this

Green

William

part-time
to

home

regular home ecoprofessor
Claudine

sought

replace-

Lindgren came

mind.

was somewhat reluctant,
but it did sound exciting,"
says Lindgren. "The class is a
"I

he notes,

"It all

The

seems

to

fit

in

Newberg
economics

to enter the

classroom

are not really out of the way.

Lindgren

would

to

God.

Have you guessed the one
basic thing that should never
change

in
missionary life?
Well, it's one basic thing that
should never change in your
life if you belong to God, and
that is being in Him and He in
you. There is no way around
it, we cannot hope to live or
work for Him if we are not first
totally surrendered to Him if
we are not first totally surrendered to Him each day. The
trials of a missionary would be
too
overwhelming
without

Him,

just like the trials each of

us face would be too much for
us without Him. Just like the

have

been

Missionary must, I want to
challenge myself and you to
seek first His kingdom, open
our hearts so His love can flow
through us and diligently
serve Him in whatever He
asks us to do so that His name
will

be

and
done

if

you haven't already
maybe you could

so

make these yours
in

the

heart

Lord

too:

with

"Trust

all

thine

and lean not unto thine

own understanding.

In all they

ways acknowledge Him and

glorified.

Let me close with two verses
missionaries depend on a lot,

He

shall direct thy paths."
(Proverbs 3:5 and 6, KJV)

home economics

class

the

since 1960. Lindgren designed
his

college

first

Shambaugh
nington

projects,

Library and Pen-

Residence

Hall,

in

1962. There followed a succession of buildings: Edwards

Residence Hall in 1964, Calder
Center in 1964, Heacock Commons in 1964-65, a Student
Union Building expansion in
1968, Hobson Residence Hall
in 1968, the Herbert Hoover
Academic Building in 1976-77,
the Milo Ross Center in 1978,
Macy and Sutton residence
halls in 1977, an expansion of
the dining

commons

in 1979,

television center in 1979,

a

and

the latest, the Chapel/ Auditorium, started last fall and

scheduled for completion this
fall.

Lindgren estimates college

home

it
through them. The/
missionary must trust his life#

plish

architect

projects are 50 percent of his

1

in

control

in

college visits are not

"but

I've tried to follow the

sions to

mind that He
and that He
brought them there to do His
work and that He will accomJ

is

very

format
of the text already chosen.
The twice-a-week excur-

challenge,"

plan and keep

his

out very well.

year,

own culture in the future?"
Just like in everything else
they have to rely on God's

building.

He
says Lindgren.
well,"
teaches his class from 8:3010:30 a.m. then spends time,
with
usually about an hour

nomics
Kratzberg

life going to affect the
adjustment of my kids to their

this

just

from

street

economics class.
Although he and the 20members in the all-woman
class do find it somewhat unusual, they say it is all working

When

again?" or "am I doing an
adequate job?" or "how is

making the trips anyway to
supervise a new $2.5 million
chapel/auditorium the college
has under construction. Lindgren designed the 23,500-

George Fox College

Newberg

made

sonal questions like "will I
ever see Mom and Dad

I

want you to know the trials
were there and sometimes the
missionary

discouragement is never far
away. Missionaries face per-

architect teaches

are daily cracking previously

couver,

not everyone did, it only took a
few to make him tired.
At times it was hard to keep
a calm and collected face
which was made even harder
by the fact that they could
read anyone like a book. The
example the missionary set
was of utmost importance.

with much of the
rest of his time going into the
designing of Friends churched
throughout the Northwest.
He also has been the architect for projects at Clark Com-

business,

HOME ECONOMICS — Don Lindgren assists a student in his home economics class which dealt with
housing trends, planning and construction of homes, and interior decorating.
home

College,
Western
Evangelical Seminary and for
a new $3 million Apostolic
Faith Church in Portland.
But there are also other
George Fox ties. Lindgren'
wife, Genevieve, was a member of the class of 1947 and
three of their four daughters
are graduates: Marilyn Hutchinson, 1974; Janice Lindand
Karen
gren,
1975,
Cooper, 1976. Their youngest
daughter, Lonnelle was a
member of the class of 1979.

field.
"I
could serve the the
college; I felt they were in a
bind and this was an area I
could help; it seems to fit in
very well with my field of
expertise'/ he says.
Students seem to agree.
Lillian Jeske, a senior from
Vaisetz, OR., says ^He is
doing a really good job; he
makes us more architecturally
aware and brings in a lot of
outside information we might
not have had."

Those connections helped
Lindgren decide to tackle the

next time," says Lindgren.

munity

thought

economics
I

1

'

'Td be

better

prepared
It

takes a lot more time in
preparation than I thought."
He says he believes his practical experience in construction and planning makes the
course more meaningful to the
students than just a text
presentation, although a text
is being used.

Lindgren says he can't
judge the reaction to his classroom teaching by attendance.
He's made it mandatory.
Would he do it all again? "I
wouldn't be opposed," he
says.

Wrestling with your

Slept.

demons

That reside beneath the flesh
Caused the veins in your brow

"Can you not pray
one hour?",

You

down your face.

red

They

Up

Your thirst

In

with

These

you

prayer

At the foot of Gethsemane.
Thirsty for a drink

When

You descended,

And your most loyal friends,
The only men who really knew

they stroked the earth
With warmth.

But now the sun
a faraway star,

Is

To Judas

in

your

Like nectar

That brings immortality.

The

You thought to buy

To

Words

tiny prison.

They streaked the faces of my
dolls lined up next to me.
veil

a grave,

For you realized
That for some strange reason.

as a pendant
proud thoat.
we all gawk at you

To be worn

hammer

On

Satan

Now

We comfortably

No

deceive

ourselves

heart.

OUR Lord

It is

For the sake of money.

capture them.

alone

Among sounds which fell silently
as tears,

Without texture or feel against

my fingertips.
still

The room was full of the sme
of smoke

And beer.

We sat apart from

the rest

Drinking instead of
The tears that flowed
From bloodshot eyes
Perhaps those eyes
Have seen too much,

For they waller
Unworthiness,

11

Will not stand before His bright

never stay
For the cold depths pull him
And her hands are without feel
as he caresses them.
But the ocean leaves her lovely

face;

While we who have seen
nothing
Are comfortable in churches
And we approach Him

gifts

Blind.

Of sparkling crystalline shells
And seaweed more intricate

These thoughts troubled me
lips pressed one prayer.
We have sung one hymn

As our

in

than ancient

The ocean

Before the Blessed Face.

You cried aloud
What others dare

complete language

And

Until

not speak;

When

all

And

words,

the world

opposed

your followers

of the seasons
Turning minute upon minute,
color upon color, leaf upon
leaf, sign upon sigh, hour upon

trudging hour

—

The language which only the
earth and children know.

in

Was small
Compared

to the inconceivable

Of the

loneliness.

The vinegar offered you

Was

less bitter

Than the taste you had
Of hatred.

Your disciples fell away

Of the hands and feet you used

In betrayal,

Only

Denial,

The thorns round your

in service.

For you,
I

laugh and cry
long to share your sweet

And

suffering,

forehead

Christ who dares cry out
What others will not whisper.

My
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pain
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Elizabethan court

sliced

your side

Ripping through flesh,
tendons, and veins

And sloth;

your thorny

The sword which

your

you:

alone
Clunt to the Truth
Like a nurturing breast.
One by one,

to

thoughts.

"My God, why hast thou
forsaken me?"
The nails were nothing,

You
lips

her

But in that blackest hour,
Hanging on the bare tree,
It seemed even God had left

Of persecution,

earth,

lost

Father.

Fled from the prospect

because I speak through the
mute, reglected voice of the

has

Remained rooted

you,

It is

who

leaves,

evil,

By name.

have not reached you now
my despair behind the wall of

Were dull
Compared

you alone,

Like a tree

good.
even Satan

Calling

Of emptiness and silence.

The quivering

lace.

a lonely king.

Crucifixion

of them
And I long to share the

In

is

empty,

unchanged.
The ones I know trouble me
Because there are never enough

If I

abundance of

His greatest longing is for the
shore
With whom he knows he can

For Kelley

my straining

To make me feel wordless and

are

with an

fish.

That was when only the earth
could speak to me
Because she had no voice

The sounds

filled

salty tears,

Occupied only by toothed
sharks and dainty shimmering

sputterings to imitate yours.

tried to

trees or flowers are rooted

Within his vast and empty

silence

I

arms of the

there

And spilled out aimless

ears as

a lonely king

is

With nothing to do but sway

shore.

I felt

They roared past

The ocean

Into the cold white

That we could never crucify

his soul.

The Ocean
and swell

s

In pity or disbelief.

step.

You gave my Lord

deafness over me.
trapped in this unbreakable

drink

Or

You loved the man you killed.
You then hung yourself

You told the Pharisees
Where to catch his body,

of

Through the cold night.
The stars gently burning
Are the moments
To light paths of learning.

you with your conscience.
Then you wanted to buy

prejudice's rockey

Never

home

Left

A

Of Justice
To the authorities
Where it belonged.
So you took that deadly

me

a

you.

Satan suggested
That you return the

a faint orange afternoon
The sun stood pushing her weak

of Death.

Abandoned your body,

was changing the world

formations.

On

kiss

With the silver they gave you.
But when Satan was done with

to be.

The afternoon case her

that guides wise men
(Those fools on their knees)

The Devil grinned agreeably

Suddenly feared his influence
Which was as a sledgehammer

my

A dream

Iscariot

At your envy;
He cursed you with thoughts
That gossiped without pause

Too rapidly for comfort.
You clung to how life used

the bars of

had no scars

shame

As

Who

From

in

Behind black skies.
Her fingers were lithe and sure

Of this holy Jesus

light through the haze
Casting shadows beneath

the sun

it

To find it was sweet
stomach

Of friendship.

stars recall brightness

To hide

again you went.

And loneliness.
Down you drank

bright,

Of a day

Unquenched,
And so you asked God
For the bitter cup
Of Truth

disciples

Who bled

They glimmer, shine
Then disappear.

1981 by Jennifer Erin Meadows

For human commitment

Alone.
But then you remembered

Your

©

and human,

Why you

to suffer

me for

Many moments.

sat up.

You asked God
had

with

hold, forget, then recall

I

cried.

Guilty

burst

And gush

Poems

you,

The dark cloud of fear
Decended upon you;

1982
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Tuition tax credit plan benefits tax payers
Washington, D.C.

— A

tuition

-

(LP.)

tax credit plan

would allow taxpayers to
claim a nonrefundable credit
of up to $250 per child would
cost the federal government
that

each year approximately $1

1982 dollars, according to David Longanecker of
the
Congressional
Budget

nual

Office.

$1

If a plan were to include
students in colleges and universities, the increase in an-

typical

billion in

revenue

would

loss

amount to $2.4 billion, or 135
percent more than the initial
implement a
plan, estimates Longato

billion

necker.

Longanecker has spent the
years analyzing the
costs and impacts of tuition
tax credits aschief of the
Education and Training Unit
last four

CBO. From

of the

standpoint,

ductions in

a budgeting
he argues, "rerevenues have the

SAGA

McComb
Once a week, on Wednes-

day lunch, the dishroom
all

edible

waste goes

waste.

col-

The

one garbage can, and the liquid waste
goes in another. The cans are
solid

spending.

in

And

in

a period of

budget conbe
likely

fiscal constraint,

will
siderations
weighed heavily as

new

legis-

lation is consider ed."

He

outlined two charcteristics of tuition tax credits, and
how each would affect the

Polish

in

book displayed

An

unusual, never-beforedisplayed, 60-year-old Polish
scrapbook given to former
President Hoover is now on
display for public viewing at
George Fox College.

The "scrapbook"

is

actually

26 connected panels 13 by 20
inches in size. They feature
water color paintings and
drawings and hand-lettered

thanks to Hoover.
It was given to the former
President July 4, 1921, to
thank him for his relief efforts,
especially for food after World

War

I.

in

Hoover

The

gift

On Monday the twentysecond of February an extremely rare and unheard of
event took place. Two hundred students and a number of

was from the

people of the province of
Lublin
where
more than
80,000 persons were fed.
The scrapbook appreciation
was their means of thanking

Hoover for his leadership in
the war relief efforts.
The display is in the lower
lobby of the Herbert Hoover
Academic Building on campus, and may be viewed
during the building hours of 7
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and until 10
Tuesday evenings.

advertisement

assorted faculty,

|

i

|

administrators, and staff chose not to eat
for a twenty-four hour period.
Due to the sensitivity of the
situation we cannot release
the death toll, we are only
allowed to say that it was
lower than the normal SAGA
death rate. The main objectives were to raise student
awareness toward the starving
conditions of many parts of the

advertisement

a maximum
cutting the

main

constant.

Tuition

in-

creased caused by inflation
could create pressure in the
to

increase

the

tax

dishroom waste

then weighed and the waste is
recorded.
When the total waste is divided by the total number of
persons attending meals, a
figure for the "waste per
person' in ounces is reached.
'

and

raise

money

to

the results look like

Solid Waste per person:
1-13-82 2.15 oz.
1- 29-82

1.93
1.75
2-10-82 1.12
2- 3-82

.81

.88
.93

1.23

send

sion International.

Many things took place that
made it an exceptional day,
one of these being the evening
meeting that wrapped everything up. Several people shared what they had experienced
mentally,

far,

this:

liquid waste per person:

overseas through World Vi-

physically,

So

and

The liquid waste is actually
converted to liquid ounces.
Nineteen liquid ounces equals
one pound.
Continue to give SAGA Cal
ideas and suggestions on improving the food services program. All the suggestions are
read,
and when
changes are made.

possible,

spiritually.
This experience
encouraged many to explore
the needs of the world and
what we can do about them.
Thanks to all who participat-

ed.

advertisement

advertisement

Wath

$250,

Treasury by $200 million.
There is no guarantee that the
size of the tax credit would re-

credit.

world, encourage unity of the
campus in a common cause,

by Sylvia Carlson

of

proportion of tuition expenses
covered by the credit in half
(from 60 to 25 percent; would
reduce the loss to the U.S.

future

to

Planned famine draws
two hundred students

SAGA.

credit

50 percent of the

amount up

j

Gaye McKee and Cal Roper dish up food

tuition paid.

federal busget.
Many tax credit plans limit
the credit to a specific dollar

collects

by Anita

lects

same effect on balancing a
budget as increases in direct

advertisement

Stan Bunn
THE CANDIDATE GEORGE FOX COLLEGE CAN BE
PROUD TO SUPPORT
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
A FAMILy MAN:
Raised on a farm near Dayton, Stan and his wife Mary have two children; Mike age 7 and
Kristine

age

2.

INVOLVED

IN HIS

Stan discussing economic recovery tactics with campaign
chairman, LeRoy Benham, a member of George Fox
College Board of Directors.

COMMUNITY:
member

Stan has a general law practice here

in

Commerce and was

Newberg Rotary Club 1980-81.

president of the

Stan

is currently a part-time faculty
Introduction to Law.

Newberg,

member

at

is

a

of the local

Chamber

of

George Fox College, teaching

WITH THE EXPERIENCE TO DO THE JOB WELL:
State Representative from this House District # 29 in 1974. Stan led the effort
session to create a Habitual Traffic Offender Act and to stiffen penalties for drunk

ELECTED
in this

drivers.

APPOINTED
1979, Stan

by Governor Victor Atiyeh to the Oregon Traffic Safety Commission

still

in

serves in that role.

ELECTED Chairman

of the
position for two years.

Oregon Ethics Commission

in

1979 and served

Stan Bunn

in that

Stan needs Your Help!
Join George Fox College Students Steve Rarrick, Bryce Fendall and Tracy
Louden
are actively involved in Stan's campaign.
Call

538-7376 or stop by Campaign Headquarters, 408

Newberg Post

Office).

who
Paid for by:

E. 1st, Suite

B

(across from the

CITIZENS FOR STAN BUNN
408 E. 1st, Suite B
Newberg, Oregon 97132

np® ml
Basketball players set records and coach Willard to leave
for
his last game,
Mike Royer set a record
— 114 games in a Bruin uniform, the most ever. Two
players, Paul Cozens and Phil

George Fox College dropped
Columbia Christian College of
Portland March 6, 85-79, as
the Bruins gave their coach,
Sam Willard, a farewell gift of
another mark in the win

in

Bruin ever to average

first

for a career.

total is the all-time recrod.

permen were

31-29 to take the loss. It
wasn't hard to see why. The
Bruins were a cool .391 in the
half

virtually

the

NAIA

District 2 All-Star

team, also set a record when
he collected two fouls to reach
111 during the season, one
more than Rob Wunder in the
1972-73 season. Dunn's average of 3.36 a game, however,
is below Wunder's average of
3.54,

in

played

in

31 games. Dunn
33 games to achieve

.450.

Judson Baptist contest the Bruins were outscored
in
both halves. 30-25 and

opening

named

the rebound
were hitting

In the

collected 13 rebounds to

hard-playing
Dunn,
earlier in the week to

lost

17, also

at a .593 pace, while the Clip-

his season total to 422,

the

Dunn named

The Bruins

push

The

and

Smith hit 8 of 11 for
grabbing 7 rebounds.

Dunn

an average of 12.79 a game.
That bests the 12.76 average
of Ail-American Paul Cozens
who grabbed 370 rebounds in
1977-78 and held the previous
best season average and total.

with their coach.
his
all
played
Willard
squads in his career finale,
with all 12 players scoring.
It was also a contest that set
other marks for the Bruin
record books.

Fox

this season. Hewitt,

Sophomore forward Randy

dressing room at the
relaxed Bruins came
out on the floor for the rest of
the break to just shoot around,
waiting for their last half ever

George

battle 37-36, but

His

in

half, the

up

game

more than 4.00

their

suited

13 attempts for 25 points to
top all players. Center Eric

the

tourna-

But that was small compared
to a 25 point margin midway
through the first half.
Taking just three minutes in

he

in 113.

againt Columbia Christian to
put their season mark at
12-21. Dunn hit a sizzling 11 of

Royer also notched another
record as he produced six
assists to push his season total
to 178, one ahead of the 177 of
Tom Hewitt in the 1976-77
season. Royer averaged 5.4 a

games,
averaged
6.1.
Royer finished his career with
a total of 509 assists and an
average of 4.46. He becomes

the consolation bracket to take
the easy with over Columbia
Christian, building up a commanding 45-29 half time lead.

When

Besides the milestones, the
Bruins did play good ball

29

Athletic

ment hosted by George Fox.
The Bruins rebounded

his higher total.

senior

Barnhart, had played

column.
Willard just four days earlier had told his players he
would be leaving the school
after this year. It perhaps had
an immediate effect as the
Bruins lost their next game,
two days later, being edged by
Judson Baptist 61-54 in the
opening night of the National
College
Christian
Association playoff

played

and

remained

same

the

in

second half at .393. George
Fox hit just 20 of 51 attempts.
Team captain Royer said
afterward he did think the
Bruins were probably bothered by the tumult of the week
with the coaching change.

A

low-scoring

game

that

went to overtime settled the
championship of the NCCAA
tourney at George Fox. Concordia College of Portland took
the title 49-48 over Western

Coach Sam Willard leaves George Fox

Western.
Miscues and foul shots settled the overtime period as
former Bruin assistant Tom
Hewitt's squad took the title.

Warner
78-57

Baptist of Salem.

Western held a 28-24 halftime lead, but Concordia tied
the game as they collected 19
in the second half to 15 for

led

to District All-Stars

Portland State
made the honor

rebounds

6-4
of

Hamilton, of Warner
and Pete Kauffman, a
from
forward
senior

Pacific

Judson Baptist.

to

Western Baptist Coach Tim
was tabbed as Coach of
the Year in the coach's ballotHills

ing.

\

as

Games Time Site

Date

Opponent

April 2

Eastern Oregon

2-7

1

00 Away

April 3

Northwest Nazarene 2-7

1

00 Away

8 Concordia

2-7

1

00 Away

Judson

2-7

1

00

{

April

season,

this

Steve

George Fox College
Baseball Schedule -1982

team as a sophomore.
The 6-5 forward grabbed
422

ern's Jeff Rust, a 6-4 senior
guard. Rounding out the allstar team was 6-8 junior center

f

the

from

University,

forward from Western Baptist. Named Most Valuable for
the tournament was West-

NAIA

to

transfer

a

a

Judson

the NCCAA All-Star team. He
joined Concordia's Ole Nordling, a 6-7 senior center and
Steve Masten, a 6-5 junior

rebounding virtually all year, has been named
to the District All-Star team.

Dunn,

with

place
over

GFC's Dunn was one
three unanimous choices

District 2 in

Bruins

decision

Baptist.

College's

Randy Dunn, who

Pacific of Portland

claimed third

after six years of service.

he

most in the district,
averaged 12.8 a game.
He piled up 581 points, an
average of 17.6 a game, the

April 10

Baptist

&

Home

1-9 3

00 Away

2-7 3

00 Away

23 Southern Oregon

2-7

1

00 Away

April

24 Oregon Tech

2-7

1

:00

Away

April

26

1-9 3 :00

Home

April

29 Judson

2-7

:00

Away

April

30 Oregon Tech

2-7 2 :00

Home

2-7 1 :00

Home

April

20 Lewis

April

21

April

Clark

fourth highest in the district.

His combination rebounding/

SCORING PUNCH TOPPED
ALL PLAYERS.
He also finished in the top
20 assists with 116, an average
of 3.5.

Dunn put

in

more time on

the court than any other
Bruin, averaging just over 35
minutes a contest, with a total
of 1,162 minutes played his 33

Jeff Bieker (20) puts

games.

rebound.

He is the 13th Bruin to be
named to the District All-Star

squads.

team

on the

in

Selection

the
is

last

14 years.

made by

the dis-

20 coaches, with about
250 players involved on those

trict's

Named

up a shot while Randy Dunn

GFC

honorable mention

all-star

team was GFC
Mike Royer.

senior forward

The team
this

(42) waits for the

captain, Royer, 6-2,
season set the all-time

career assists mark at
509. He finished second in alltime scoring with 1,367 points.
He averaged 15.1 points a
game and averaged 5.4 assists
to lead the team.

Bright places
George Fox College's track
already have eight
points chalked up in their
Bruins

competition for spring

term.

The Bruins' Jim Bright, a
Roseburg senior, captured
second place in the NAIA
District 2 manathon held in

2nd

conjunction
Trails

in

with the annual
in Sea-

entered

in

compares

the run.

The time

of 2:31.52 at the Nike

Bright clocked the 26-mile,
385-yard distance in 2:32.28.
Winner of the NAIA portion
was Pat Williams of Willam-

thon

ette in 2:30.07.

Bright was the only Bruin

1

If your name is in this ad, take the ad and
your Student Body Card and go to Abby's
and receive a free small pizza of your

Jerryl

Knudsen

to his personal best

side Saturday (Feb. 27).

in

Baptist

J
I choice.

marathon

End Marathon

Pacific

May 6 Concordia

I

NAIA

Pacific

Mara-

Eugene.

"He ran real well;

I

felt

very

good about the race and his
finish," GFC Track Coach
Rich Allen said.

1913 Portland Rd.
Newberg
538-3800
IMflMMfl

